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JACOBI OPERATORS ALONG 
GEODESICS IN 2-STEP NILMANIFOLDS

Keun Park

고. Introduction
Let JV" be a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra with an inner product (,), 

and N its unique simply connected Lie group with the left invariant 
metric determined by the inner product ) on N・ We call this N 
a 2-step nilmanifold. The meaning of N being 2-step nilpotent i유 
[JV,, [-A/*, JV*]] ― 0. The center of N is denoted by Z. Then, N can 
be expressed as the direct sum of the subspaces Z and its orthogonal 
complement Z^~.

For Z in Z, a skew-symmetric linear transformation j(Z) : N丄 —+ 

Z1- is defined by j(Z)X = (adX)*Z for X 6 or equivalently

G(z)x,y)= qx,Y],z) for 丄.

This transformation was defined by A. Kaplan[Kl,K2] to study the 
geometry of groups of Heisenberg type, those groups for which j(Z)2 = 
—\Z^zd for each Z E Z.

It is well-known that the Jacobi operator plays a fundamental role 
in Riemannian geometry. In [BTV], it was showed that the Jacobi 
operator along each geodesic of groups of Heisenberg type has constant 
eigenvalues.

In this note, we will show thst if N has 1-dimensional center, then 
for any geodesic 7(f) in N with 7(0)= e (identity of N) and any t £ R 
there exists an isometry 波(t) of N such that = d^(i)(7，(0)). Using 
this fact, we will show that the Jacobi operator along each geodesic of 
2-step nilpotent Lie group with a left invariant metric has constant 
eigenvalues if N has 1-dimensional center. And also, we will give an
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example of 2-step nilpotent Lie group with 2-dimensional center which 
doesn't have this property.

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we will give some known results about 2-step nilpo

tent Lie g호oups with a le仕 invariant metric. Throughout this section, 
we denote JV* be a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra with an inner product 
(,),and N its unique simply connected Lie group with the left invariant 
metric induced by the inner product (,) on

Recall that for Zo € 3, a skew-symmetric linear transformation 
顶(％) : Z丄Z丄 is defined by (j(ZQ)X.Y) = {[X,Y],ZQ) for 瓦Y £ 
Z丄.Let {±。1 幻 知•…,±0nz} be the distinct eigenvalues of j(Zq) 
with each 弘 > 0, and let {W^, 1%, • • ■ , Wn } be the invariant subspaces 
of j(Zo) such that j(Zq)2 = 一県，d on for each k = 1,2, ••- , n. 
Then, can be expressed as a direct sum of 5s and kernel of 
j(%), that is Z1- — Kerj(Zc) ® Wzjt and j(Zo)2 = —Olid on each 
Wk leads

(2.1) K(z。) = c°s("M+ 竺礬"(％)

on Wk for each k. And also, if N has 1-dimensional center and Zq 丰 0, 
then Kerj(Zo) = {0}, so Z1-=飲=「％.

Let i(t) be a curve in N such that 7(0)二二 e(identity element of N) 
and V(0) = X()+ ZQ where XQ £ Z丄 and Zq £ Z. Since exp : N 
TV is a diffeomorphism, the curve g(£) can be exp호essed uniquely by 
7(i) = exp(A'(t) + Z(Z)) with

X(t) e Z丄,X，(0) = & , X(0) = 0
z(z)e N, zz(o)= z0, z(o)= o.

A.Kaplan[K 1,K2] showed that the curve 7(/) is a geodesic in N if and 
only if

(2.2) X〃(t)=项％八"(也

奕)+如9),乂(圳三%.
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The solution to this equation was obtained by P. Eberlein(See [E]), and 
he obtained the following(See Propositin 3.2 [E]).

(23) 7p) = a*)(X”) + %)

where l水*) is the left translation by 7(/), and it is trivial that

(2.4) xp) = e<J(Zo)Xo

from Kaplan's equations (2.2).
If X、Y are eleme고its in J\f regarded as left invariant vector fields 

on N)then the real valued map (X, Y) on N given by (X, Y)(n)= 
(X(n),y(?2)) is constant. So, the formula([H],p.48)

(vvy, z) = z) + (x, [z,y])+ y(x, z)
1 + Q"X]) - z(kx)- 0,"〉}

for the covariant derivative ▽x^ of smooth vector fields on a Rie~ 
mannian manifold can be 1 educed to

▽xF = -(adX)*V — (MV)*X} for X,Y jM.

From this, it is routine to show that

(2.5)
vxy = |[x,y] for 丄，

▽xZ = VzX = —g(Z)X for

▽zZ* = 0 for Z,Z*€Z

And also, from (2.5), the formulas for the curvature tensor given by

r(&,&)角=-v[C1,C2]e3 + - v^2(vG6)

can be obtained as follows(See [E]).
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(2-6)
R(X, Y)X* = 3([X,旳)X* - p-([y,x*])x + p-([A；x*])y 

-i rt

for X,Y,X*eZ%
R(X,Y)Z = -^[X,j(Z)Y] + ^[YJ(Z)X]

R(X,Z)V = - jx,顶(Z)旳 for 丄and Z 6 2,

K(Z, Z*)X = —9(Z*)顶(Z)X + ；j(Z)j(Z*)X

R(X,Z)Z* =-：顶(勿顶(Z*)X for XeZ± and Z,Z*，三二 

K(Zi,Z2)Z3 = 0 for Z1,Z2,ZS e Z.

3. Main Results

LEMMA 3.1. Let N be a simply connected 2-step nilpotei^ Lie 
group with a left invariant metric. Assume that N has 1-dimensional 
center. For each 七 £ R、let T(t) : N丄一)N丄 be given by =
凌j('o)X where Zq is a unit vector in 3. Then, T(t) is a linear isometry 
which preserves Lie algebra.

Proof, Note that Z丄=®^=1 For any Y € denote X=
uk and Y = with 以旳？以 G W^. Then, using (2.1) and

the fact that j(^o)2 = on 144, we have that
n

< T(0(X),T(f)(y)>= £ V Uk,wk >=< X, Y〉，

& = 1
which means that T(t) is an isometry.

Since dimZ = 1 and
<[T(O(^),T(i)(y)],Zo>

= <j(Z0)oT«Y),T(t)(Y)>

= <T(i)oj(Z0).¥,T(f)(y)>

= <"X,Y>

= <[x,y],z0>,
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we see that T(t) preserves Lie algebra. This completes the proof.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let N be a simply connected 2-step nilpotent 
Lie group with a left invariant metric. Assume that N has 1-dimensional 
center. is a geodesic in N such that 7(0) = e, then for each t E R, 
there exists an isometry 奴t) of N such that 了'(£) = c渺(圳"矿(0)).

Proof. For Zq = 0, let p(£) = 1”)be the left translation by 7(f). 
Then,寸(t) is an isometry of N and by (2.3) and (2.4)

=也泌)(史0))

=叫°)(*0)).

In case of Zq 寸二 0, we may assume that |Zq| = 1. For each t E R, define 
끄(£) as in Lemma 3 1 and f(t) : N — " given by + Z) = 
T(t)(AT) + Z where Z E Z and X E Z丄.Then, by Lemma 3.1, it is 
obvious that /(f) is a linear isometry and Lie algebra automorphism 
of NL Since N is a simply connected Lie group and /(f) is a Lie alge
bra automorphism, there exists an automorphism </>(t) of N such that 
/(i) = Since for any n 6 N, we have that
(J^(t))n o (dln)e = 即)(n)) o (d机£))伞 which implies that ©(Z) is an 
isometry of N since = /(i) and left translations are isometries.
Let 汝(t) = \(t) 0 扒t). Then, we have that

W(t)(/(o))

=dQg。照))S'(0))
=dlg。由5(Z)fy'(0))
=c亿)‘(t)(X'(t) + Z°)

This completes the proof.

Recall that the Jacobi operator along 7(f) is defined by

5(・)：=R(・,*))*)•
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let N be a simply connected 2-st ep nilpotent Lie 
group with a left im^ariant metric. Assuine that N has 1-dimensional 
center. Then, Jacobi operator along ea시:】 geodesic on N has constant 
eigenvalues.

Proof, Since N has a left invariant metric, it is sufficient to show 
the statement about geodesic 7(/) with 7(0) = e. By Propositioon 3.2, 
there exists an isometry of N such that /(/) = d0(i)(7，(O)). Let 
{Xi, X2, - , • , JVn} be an orthonormal basis of TeN = JV which consists 
of eigenvectors of Jacobi operator %(o)(,)，that is Ry，(o)(・Xz) = rtXt 
for each z = 1,2, ••- ,n. Since

v K*)(叩(顷X”))>「

=V Rd喚J, d讽顷XJ) >

=匚%,

we see that eigenvalues of are r/s. This completes the proof.
Note from (2.3) that

(3.1) 了'(£) = **)(X'(£) + %)
= Xp) + Z°

where the last terms are regarded as left invariant vector fields along 
/(Z). From (2.6), we obtain the formula of Jacobi operator of 2-step 
nilpotent Lie group (with any dimensional center) as follows.

(3.2)
Ry(£)(x + z、

=Rx，(t)+Zo(X + z)
3 1 1

= ?•([* 足(圳)XT) + 寸(Z)j・(Zo)X⑶一泓(％)顶(Z)X")

-：.必性-丸玷(％成(圳 + Ux'(t\j(Z0)X] 
线 匕 4

+(以J•(时(圳

for any X e Z丄 and Z E Z.
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EXAMPLE 3.4. Let 丿V" = z ㊉ 気丄 阮 a 6-dimensional Lie algebra 
with an inner product and orthonormal basis {X^X^X^Xq} and 
(Zi, Z2} of Z丄 and Z, respectively. And let N be its unique 2-step 
nilma-nifold. Define the Lie bracket so that

[珀,心=勾 的，X4XZ2, [X3,X4] = 2Z“

卩或珀]=—Z], 匸技,_日1 = —2Z1,

and others are zero. Then, N is 2-step nilpotent. Consider the geodesic 
7(t) on N with 7(0) = e and initial velocity Xq + Z\ where X。= 

Xi +X» Sincej^Xt = X2.j(Z1)X2 = -Xi andjCZ^Xo = —X。， 

we have that

Xf(t) = etJ(Z1)X0
=cos tXo + sin tj(Z^ )XQ
=(cos t — sin£)Xi + (cos t +

Let a = cos t 一 sin t and b = cos t + smt Then, du ect calculations of
(3.2) lead that the representation matrix with respect to {Z\, X고, Xq，、Z2 
, X3, JV4) of Jacobi ope函。호 along 7(f) is

上(d2 + * —a —b \ . / a2 2a —26 \
—I —a 1 一 3b2 3ab I ® - I 2a 4 0 I .

\ —b 3ab 1 — 3a2) y —2b 0 4 — 3a2)

Fl'om this, ;ve obtain that its characteristic polynomial is• J"
30 + ；)食—|)(a-3 + |(a2 - 4)x2 -打3cF + 4a2 - 8)z + ：(2 - a2)}, 

which shows that all eigenvalues are not constant.
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